4. The Pilgrimage Route

On this route tourists can visit the largest church in the town of Alexander Bay, the Rhenish Missionary Church. The church was built in 1856 for Reverend Carl Bamberger, the first minister of the newly established congregation. The building has a unique exhibition of Karoo fossils and the "Ou Pastorie" was turned into a museum. It presently is a living museum and it also has a unique exhibition of Karoo fossils.

5. The Clara Steam Locomotive Route

This route was named after a steam locomotive, Clara, which operated between Okiekop and Steinkopf. The site of the old hotel that housed Clara’s passengers is a popular attraction. Here tourists can visit the site of the old hotel that housed Clara’s passengers. This is where Clara’s journey ended and from where her cargo was shipped off to foreign markets.

6. The Namakwa Fountain Route

The fountain in the name Eksteenfontein refers to a traditional story, told by die Nama elders, of an old man who made his living by capturing fish in a nearby river. Nama dance groups practiced in Sandrift/Barken operations started on the Atlantic coastline in the early 1900s.

7. The Museum Route

The museums exhibit the historical and cultural biodiversity of the people of the area. The detailed exhibits and information keep tourists occupied for hours.

8. The Afrikaner Route

Afrikos is the dominant language in most of the towns in the Namakwa region. Tourists can experience the language by visiting the villages and towns along the route at which a variety of museums and facilities are available.

9. Mountain Hiking Trails

The mountains and再说 the mountain trave route offers the opportunity to nature lovers to enjoy walking and hiking experiences.

10. Stargazing Trails

To make the most of your visit to the Karoo towns of Sutherland, Williston, and Graaff Reinet, they know that the Earth’s light pollution to the area. The natural darkness is crucial for stargazing, and it is ideal for observing galaxies.